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2 Motion Equations
We consider the equations of motion of rigid robot arms
with n DOFs, where n ={1,2,· .. , n} is an integer set:

D(q)ij + h(q, q) + g(q) =T -- f(q). (1)

where q = q(t) E ~n is the-robot arm joint 'angle vector;
T E ~n, the input torque vector; D(q) = DT(q) E ~nxn,

the positive definite "inertia matrix.
An important property of system (1) is the passive

mapping from input torque (T. - .f) to joint velocity
q [Arimoto and Miyazaki, 1984; Slotine and Li, 1987],
which is characterized by that

1995; Yi and Chung, 1997]. In particular, FLC appears
to be very effective in dealing with complex systeil1s to
which the traditional control techniques fail to provide
satisfactory results. FLC uses hunlan expert opinion as
the knowledge base to reason for an appropriate control
action, it treats the system to be controlled as a "black
box" that neither mathematical knowledge nor explicit
model of the plant are required. Another important issue
of using FLC is the fact that it can cope the nonlinearitv
of most systems controlled. v

In this paper, we propose a hybrid fuzzy controller
which consists of a decentralized PD controller and a
self-tuning fuzzy logic controller (STFLC) for robot ma
nipulators tracking control. The PD controller provides
quantitative control to ensure local stability of the whole
system, and the STFLC' uses qualitative information to
enhance the system performance.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines
the equations of motion for 'rigid robot, the tracking er
ror dynamics and its properties. In section 3, we review
the traditional linear PD control scheme and its limita
tions in robot tracking control. In section 4, we describe
the basic construction of the hybrid fuzzy logic controller
proposed. We present the self-tuning algorithm in sec
tion 5. Section 6 shows some simulation results for veri
fication and finally in section 7 are conclusions.

Abstract

This paper proposes a hybrid fuzzy controller
\vhich cOil1bines a conventional PD and a self
tuning fuzzy logic controller (STFLC) for robot
illanipulators trajectory tracking control. With
the PD control as the preliminary component
in maintaining the local stability of the en
tire system, the added STFLC provides fast re
sponses to system variations and uncertainty
in the robot dynamics. The STFLC considered
~elongs to a rule-based type, which uses linguis
tIC IF ...THEN rules obtained by human expert
and mean of maxima defuzzification method.
The scaling factors of the input variables are
self-tuned online to cover the entire universe
of discourse of its membership functions based
on some performance measurements. The pro
posed controller has been verified using simula
tion of a two-link robot arm to track sinusoidal
reference input signals ~ith lo~d variation in
the elbovv.

I. Introduction
The trajectory tracking control of robot manipulators
has been well studied in the last two decades. Nu
merous approaches based on the methodology of feed
back linearization, adaptive control and robust control
have shown excellent tracking performance with globai
asymptotically convergence of tracking errors. However
most of these approaches require an exact model of the
system under control, which was difficult to obtain for
illost robotic systems due to their complexity, nonlinear
couplings and structured and unstructured uncertainties
such as load variation, friction, external disturbances etc.

Since the introduction of fuzzy sets theory [Zadeh,
1965], and successfully i1?1plementation to a steam engine
control system [Mamdani and Assilian, 1975], many re
search publications have shown that fuzzy logic control
(FLC) yields better performance and robustness com
pared with the traditional counterpart [Kim and Bien,
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\vhere <I> = diag{ 91, ... , On} > 0 is a constant nlatrix,
(1) can be re\vritten as

i.e .. ~5 is a skev;-synlmetrical nlatrix.
Consider the trajectory tracking problen1 \ve denote

the reference traject.ories as qd E C2 . a class of t\vice
differentiable functions. and define the position tracking
error vector as f. = fjd - q. Further. by introducing a
generalized trackillg error vector r [Slotine and Li. 1987]:

r =e+ <I>e (3)

Due to its computation simplicity and resultant
independent-joint controller structure, the PD control
has been broadly adopted by robot arms. For set-point
control. it is \\?ell known that the PD law ensures the
global asynlptotically stability if the gravity force can
be conlpensated. For tracking control, the local ulti
mate bound of the tracking errors has been studied in
[Liu, 199i]. In our problem fornlulation of using (4) and
(5), in terms of the infinite norms, the L oo stability can
be described as follo\\~s: If ro = r(O) and ki satisfy

(11 )

(12)

(13)

then the tracking error r converges to. a residual set

II r olloo < 82

kmin > n({32 + 2Vf31133)

where
1

61 = 2n,Ba {(kmin - n,B2) - d} (14)

1
62 = ~{(kmin ~ n,B2) + d} (15)

in which a= V(kmin - n(32)2 ..... 4n2{31{33. The stability
condition on 1cmin given by (12) can be regarded as a non
linear version of tHe small gain theorem [Hill, 1976]. The
local stability ofPD control can be interpreted as follows:
Due to the quadratic bounaeaness of the interconnec
tion, linear PD control can only guarantees the ultimate
stability for small r(O). In the case where II roll > 62 ,

linear control becomes impotent due to the strength of
the quaaratic term in the interconnections.

Regarding the effect of the PD gain, it is easy to see
that if ki ~ 00 then 62 ....... 00, 61 ....... 0 and r ....... 0; the
closed loop system becomes globally asymptotically sta
ble. However, as large ki will stimulate the un~modeled

high frequency modes of robot arms caused by the joint
and link compliance; it has to be avoided in applications.

(4)

(7)T = lir + TO

\vhere {31, {32 and {33 are some positive constants.
Property 3: If we let

which defines a finite gain mapping e- TO ...-.+ r satisfying

D(q)r + Hm(q, q)r + Iir =e- TO. (8)

where I{ = diag{k 1,k2,"',kn } > o and lir = lie +
It <I>e is a PD control la\v, then (4) becomes

~ = D(q)(qd+<I>e)+Hm(q,q)(qd+<I>e)+g(q)+!(q) (5)

Thus, for a class of qd and <I> given, equations (3), (4)
and (5) define the tracking error dynanlics of (1') in \vhich
input torque T is to be designed.

The tracking error feedBack system (3), (4) and (5)
has the follo'\\?ing properties:

Property 1: Using the passivity feature given By 2 it
can be shown that the mapping (e -- T) ...-.+ r defined by
4 is passive [1iu, 1997].

Property 2: In terms of the truncated Loo norms the
casc.ade mapping r ~ (e, e) ...-.+ edefined by (3) and (5)
satisfies

where kmin = minkEn ki is the minimum element of Ii,
and e(0) is the initial position error.

Based on Property 3, if·we have TO= e (full model
based scheme), or, if we can design a control law such
that mapping r ...-.+ (e -TO) is finite gain (adaptive scheme
[Sfotine and Li, 1987]), then r ....... 0 globally according to
the small gain theorem [Hill, 1976].

3 Linear PD Control
The most popular decentralized control is the linear PD
control that obtained By setting TO in (7) to zero, its i-th

. component is given by

4 Hybrid Fuzzy Controller
The proposed hybrid fuzzy controller uses both PD and
fuzzy logic control schemes to produce the final control
action. As mentioned in the previous section, linear PD
control only guarantees local stability and the size of the
tracking errors size depends on the values of kmin and
robots' dynamic parameters. In order to improve the
stability and tracking performance, we add an additional
nonlinear feedback in terms of fuzzy terms to enhance
the control actions especially when the roBots suffer from
load variation and disturbance. The new control law is
obtained by adding a fuzzy torque Tf to (10):

(10) (16)
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IF (ei is Ap ) AND (ei is B q ) THEN if is Cr (18)

\vhere ei =qd, -qi and ei = eit - ei t _ 1 and p, q and
r = 1,···,7 are indexes for· fuzzy sets A, Band C re
spectively.

..4: ei = {AI A7} ={NB,NM,NS,Z,PS,PN,PB}

B: ei = {B I B7} = {NB,NM,NS,Z,PS,PN,PB}

C: r: ={CI C7} = {NB,NM,NS,Z,PS,PN,PB}

where N = Negative, P = Positive, B = Big, M =
Medium, S = Small and Z = Zero. The Mamdani
fuzzy rules in(17) are implemented in our two inputs
and single output fuzzy controller in the following form:

(19), _···~i=lailli
ri-···4

~i=lai

wherelliE •.~ is a crisp value of the apex of output fuzzy
set.

5 Self-Tuning Algorithm
AdjUstable parameters in the fuzzy logic controller in
clude the scaling factors ·for input/output state vari
ables, shape offuzzificationmembership functions, and
the knowledge base fuzzy rules ..• <However, multiple si
multaneous adjustments oIl scale factors, membership

Symmetrical triangular .•. membership functions are
used for both input and output fuzzy sets A~ Band C
and are sho\vn in figure 1, \\"ith no nlore than two over
laps of nlembership functions used for the fuzzification
process. For each pair of (ei' ei) , four fuzzy rules will
be activated at each tinle. For each activated fuzzy rule,
a firing strength 0i is associated with it that could be
defined by using the triangular-norm [Lee, 1990]. AI
~.~~ugh there are a nun1ber of possible \vays to obtain
tH.e t-norm such as algebraic product and min-operation
etc., the min-operator is used as t-norm in our STFLC:

R 1 : IF (ei is A p ) AND (ei is Bq ) THEN r! is Cr1

R 2 : IF (ei is A p ) AND (ei is Bq+l ) THEN rf is Cr2

R3 : IF (ei is Ap+1 ) AND (ei is Bq ) THEN if is Cr3

R4 : IF (ei is ..4p+l ) AND( Ei is Bq+l ) THEN Tf is Cr4

with rule firing strength:

=PAp(ei) I\J.lBq(ei) =min(PAp(ei), J.lBq(ei))
02 =PAp (ei)1\ PBq+1 (ei )=min(J-LA p(ei), J-LB q+1 (ei))
03 =PAp+l (ei) 1\ PBq ( ei)= min{J.l Ap+ 1 ( ei ), J-L Bq(ei ) )

a4 =PA p+1 (ei) I\PB q +1 (ei) = min(J.lAp+l (ei ),J-LBq+1 (ei))

where 1\ represents the t-norm, Ap and Ap+l are the
overlapped adjacent fuzzy sets corresponding to the crisp
input value .. and similarly.for Bq .. and Bq+l. The conse
quent part<for.the.four.activated rules resulted in four
fuzzy..sets er1 ,··· ,Cr4 C.C,whicharedetermined by
the knowledge base.asshowrn intable 1. Obviously, each
activated rule contributes a consequent fuzzYgescription
of the output torquer! to (16).

The. Mean •. of. Maximum .••• (MOM)defuzzification
method is used. in our .STFLC to convert the fuzzy out
put .back .. to the usable control.signal. It. generates a
control action which represents the mean value of alllo
cal control actions ..whose. membership functions reach
the maximum. There are other defuzzification meth
ods available [Mendel, 1995], such. as the. Center of Area
(COA), •. which will ... yields •a better steady state perfor
mance. The MOM is chosen because it gives good tran
sient response and is more computationally efficient. The
output of the fuzzy controller is:

(17)

Rk: IF (Xl is J\'"~) AND ... AND (x n is ./Y~)

THEN . }l'k . }l'kYl IS 1,··· ,Ym IS m

The PD part of the proposed hybrid controller uses
concepts in the previous section to provide linear con
trol. The fuzzy control part consists of three ll1ajor COll1
ponents: the fuzzification process. the inferel1~e engine
and the defuzzification process. The fuzzification pro
cess converts allleasured crisp value to its corresponding
fuzzy representation using lllembership functions. After
that. the inference engine. which also kno\vn as fuzzy
processing. manipulates the fuzzified input ~ignals by
using its kno\vledge base to reason for an appfbptiate'
output control action described in linguistic ternl. This
linguistic ternl has to be converted back to crisp value
by the defuzzification process before it can be used as
the control input to the plant.

\Ye used ~\Ianldani fuzzy rules [~'Ianldani and Assilian,
197.5J to synthesis the fuzzy controller~ \vhich has the
follo\ving general form:

\vhere Rk is the kth rule, x = (Xl, ... , xn)T E U
and Y = (Yl,···,Ym) E .V are the input and out
put state linguistic variables of the controller respec
tively, TJ, VC ~n is the universe .of discourse .of the
input and output variables respectively, .(X1 , . .. ,..-Yn ) C
[rand (}'~l, ... , }'~) C V are.the labels.in linguistic term
of input and output fuzzysets,and nand .mare the
number of input. and .outputstates respectively.

In the application ofrobot.mallipulators tracking, the
fuzzy logic controller considered.uses independent joint
controller structure which has. been adapted by most
industrial robots. Based .on this structure the. control
torque rf, which is the input of joint i, is only a func
tion of position error .ei and change of error ei (velocity
error) .. For joint. i, the universe of discourse of the lin
guistic variable error, change of error and control torque
are modeled by three fuzzy sets A, Band C respectively.
Each linguistic variable could be described by 7 linguistic
terms:
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Figure 1: ~jell1hersl11p functIon. Figure 2: .A t\\"o-link rahat anl1.

Table 1: I{no\vledge base rule

(22)

(23)=

Pale = 2:~=1 lek+u\ (20)
(J'

Pble
2:~=1 lek+u\ (21 )

(J'

Joint ~o. ~lass(kg) Length( 111) Inert ia( A.'g11l"2)
Shoulder 5 0..5 1.0

Elbo,v 3 0.4 0.8

with the initial value of ao and bo set to unity.

6 Simulation Results
Without losing generality, the simulation moael used is
a two-link robot manipulators shown in figure 2' even
though the approach can be used to multi-link robots.

. Then the following upaate laws are usea for the scaling
factors Uk ana bk :

T'able 2: Robot Inodel paran1eters.

to the systenl.
The tuning provides a stable control even \vith quite

large initial errors to the systenl. The tuning Il1echa
nisnl uses the performance inaex that enCOlnpasses pass
performance information on the systenl. Using this per
formance index, the scaling' factors are re-adj usted such
that the universe of discourse of the' error e and change
of error eshould converge to son1e bounded values ac
cording to the pre-specified performance.

The auto--tuning law can be stated as follows: Define
Uk and bk as the scaling factors of error e and change of
error eat any time instance tk; Pale and Pble as the perfor
mance indexes of e ana erespectively; (J' as the number of
sample for performance evaluation and ,\ as the number
of membership function in the positive universe of dis
course (in our example ,\ = 3). The following equations
are applied to evaluate the perfornlance indexes:

~~j .'\B i X~l I _\~ i Zips~
!

XB XB ~B XB XB :\~I 1\S Z
X~I XB XB ~B ~~I NS Z PS
~S l'B XB N~I NS Z PS P~'I

Z ~B ;\~I NS Z PS PJ\I PB
PS X~l N"S Z PS P~-1 PB PB
PNI NS Z PS P~I PB PB PB
PB Z PS PN-f PB PB PB PB

functions and inference rules \vouldmake the optimum
tuning nlore difficult and complicated. Thus, in this pa
per, w'e \vill only look at aaj usting the scaling factors
of its input variables online based on some performance
measurements.

The fuzzy controller part consists of three scaling fac
tors a, band c for the universe of aiscourse of error and
change of error as well as the output control torque re
spectively. The scaling factor of the output is fixed and
has an value of c = 0.333 (3 fuzzy sets on each side) so
that the output torque universe is normalized \vith r'
value lies in the range [-1,1]. In other words, the output
from the controller represents the percentage of output
torque to the robot. An output gain kT is set to the actu
ator saturation limit for converting the percentage value
back to usable control signal to the system. The remain
ing two scaling factors a ana b are set to unity initially
and tuned according to the performance measurement.
Adjusting U and b will cause the entire universe of dis
course to contract when aecreasing or expand when in
creasing. Indeed, it affects the fuzzification process and
rule evaluation for generating the control output.

The tuning mechanism measures the maximum abso
lute value of error and change of error and then assigns
the scaling factors as one third of the maximum values.
The reason of using one thira is that there are three fuzzy
sets in the positive region of the universe of discourse of
each input variable. By aoing that, we can make sure
that the entire universe of discourse of each input vari
ables are covered and therefore produces a stable control
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Joint PD STFLC
Shoulder kv =-30 a =1 b =1

¢ = 0.35 c. = 0.333 kr =20
Elbow kv •=20 a =1 b =1

¢ =0.3 C.= 0.333 kr =20
Table 3: Controller parameters.
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7 Conclusion
For the trajectory tracking control of robot manipula
tors, we proposed a hybrid fuzzy controller which not
only improves the tracking errors but also enhance sys
tem robustness. With the PD control part of the hybrid
controller stabilizes the system, the fuzzy part featured

.with self-tuning mechanism can adjust the scaling fac
tors of input universe of discourses to reduce the size of
the tracking error and the effect of payload variations.

The sampling frequency used for the sin1ulation is 28
01S. \vhich is the default san1pling period used in real
Pl~~L.\560 robot arn1. Tables 2 and 3 sho\\' the model pa
ran1eters and the control values used for PD and STFLC
in the sin1ulations. For the PD control part. k and d;

are the gain constants as sho\vn in (16). For the fuzzy
control part, a, band c are the scaling factors for the
Inembership functions of error, change of error and out
put torque respectively, and k j is the gain for the final
output torque representing the actuator saturation lin1it
of the robot arn1. As mentioned in section 5, a and bare
set to unity initially, as they \vill self-tune themselves
to n1eet the errors specification, and c ,vas set to 0.333
throughout the experin1ent.

T'he robot arm is subjected to track simple sinusoidal
trajectories with period of 5 seconds (0.2 Hz). The refer
ence trajectories for the shoulder joint ql and the elbow
joint q2 are:

\vith w = 1.26rad/sec
The tracking performance of the proposed hybrid

fuzzy controller and that of traditional PD controller are
compared in the same conaition that load variation at
the elbow joint occurs. The load profile is shown in figure
3. As can be seen that it is increased from 3kg to 8kg at
time t =50sec, then dropped back to 3kg at t = 100sec.
Figures 4 and 5 show the reference trajectories and joint
responses of the robot arm.

In figures 6 and 7, we show the improvement of po
sition tracking errors using our hybrid fuzzy controller
over the traditional PD control method. As can be seen
that the position tracking errors are reduced gradually
at the beginning due to the self-tuning actions that drive
the errors to an acceptable predefined level. Also, the ef
fect of external disturbances in the form of load variation
(from t = 50 to t = 100) is suppressed significantly by
our hybrid fuzzy controller . Finally, in figures 8 and 9,
the convergence of scaling factors of each joint is verified.
The bounded tracking errors and scaling factors leads to
bounded control torque for each joint in the simulation,
which are omitted from here due to the space limitation.

1.57 + 1.2sinwt

0.5 + 1.2(sinwt + sin2wt)

(24)

(25)

Simulation results on a two-link robot arm verify the
validity and effectiveness of the proposed hybrid fuzzy
controller.
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